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EVOLUTION S
TO NOT-TO-BE-MISSED EDGEBANDING EVOLUTION FOR SMALL AND MEDIUMSIZED FIRMS INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY WITH MINIMAL DIMENSIONS AND
INVESTMENT

The new EVOLUTION S two-sided edgebanding machine with panel squaring function is a
step forward in edgebanding technology. In fact, it's the first industrial model on the
market to also provide the panel squaring function in reduced dimensions compared
with the alternatives marketed by other manufacturers. Evolution S perfectly combines the
technological wealth and productivity of edgebanding machines designed for the
medium/high sector with the reduced dimensions and minimal investment that are
essential in the small/medium firm (its target).
NATURAL TECHNOLOGICAL UPGRADING
Evolution S offers not only a double shoulder for the simultaneous machining of the two
panel sides, but also a panel squaring function that immediately resets the correct
panel geometr y and dimension when necessary. And all this with investments similar to
those for an average single-sided edgebanding machine.
UNEXPECTEDLY SIMPLE
W orking with Evolution S is extremely simple. The operator can, in fact, use the same
skills learnt on a traditional single-sided edgebanding machine, without needing any
further training.
THE TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION BASED ON EXPERIENCE
Evolution S can be configured with the same technology used in the STEFANI product

range - the result of over 60 years of tireless research in the field of panel edgebanding:
reliable and efficient working units, with customisable degree of flexibility; the possibility
to machine both traditional and innovative materials, the smart and multi-quality
management of the gluing technology.
Evolution S is a real technological leap forward for structured small-and medium-sized
firms that want to optimise their production costs with the aid of a machine that
guarantees higher productivity with the minimum investment.
----------------------------------------------

Evolution S di Stefani will be presented at Thiene (VI), via del Lavoro 1/3 - 36016
For more information please contact stefani@scmgroup.com - tel +39 0445 359511

